
Can You Catch a Phish? 

Are the following emails legitimate or phish (scams)? 





This e-mail is legitimate 

� How can you tell? Companies such as Chase DO use e-mail to 
market offers to existing customers—but they will not ask for 
personal information. Legitimate e-mails link to the exact company
—in this case, chase.com. Practice safe browsing. Don’t click on e-
mail links. If an e-mail offer interests you, go directly to the 
company’s homepage to learn what they offer. To find the 
company’s legitimate web site and web address, type its name in a 
search engine such as Google. 





This e-mail is phish 

� How can you tell? No web site, phone number, address, or contact 
person are listed. Donations are limited to PayPal—legitimate 
organizations would accept other forms of payment. 

� This is one of those cases where it is better to be safe than sorry. To 
ensure that contributions to non-profit organizations are used for 
intended purposes, go directly to recognized charities and aid 
organizations websites. Do not click on a link to another site. 





This e-mail is phish 

� How can you tell? Consider the ways legitimate companies might 
communicate with customers by e-mail. If your credit card 
company found a suspicious purchase, would it send you an email? 
NO! The company’s fraud department would call you on the 
phone. This is a good example of “Click here or something bad will 
happen to you” — a sure sign of fraud that uses a sense of urgency 
and fear to lure you in. When an e-mail doesn’t make sense, 
contact the company directly. 





This e-mail is phish 

� How can you tell? The URL link in the e-mail does not link to 
www.msn.com—the Microsoft Network’s official domain. Phishing e-
mails often use false domain names (www.msnreactivation.net) 
that contain a bit of the real company’s name. Yes, this URL 
contains “msn” but anyone can establish a link containing 3 letters 
or even a name. 

� Things might not be what they seem. You can spot the tricks if you 
look closely. 





This e-mail is phish 

� How can you tell? Look at the link: In some browser applications, 
when a URL uses an @ sign, everything to the left of the “@” is 
disregarded and the browser only reads to the right of the @sign. 
This is a common phishing trick. When you see or suspect an @ trick, 
hit the delete button. 



Test Your Credit Card Fraud IQ 



Social	  Insurance	  


